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Fabrication of a high aspect ratio nanoelectromechanical systems (NEMs)釦 dnanodevices is an indispensable challenge as 
microelectromechanical systems shrink towards the nanoscale. Here， we focus our attentioll on a fabricatioll technique that 
makes useof血.esωl!ling tunneling microscope. Additionally， we tried to establish a fabricatillg method for a nanoscale pit with 
a high鎚 pectratio by using carbon nanotube (CNT) as枇 probe.Th巴nallos回伽resprodu∞d were Au thin films on mica 
substrates由atwere prepared by magnetron sputtering.τne results of our experiment show that a threshold value exIsts for the 
fabrication of也epits between 1 V and 2 V.τne depth and diameter of the pit increased wi出theincrease in the bias vol回geand
加nnelc班rent，respectively. Consequentl)んabias voltage of 3 V and tunnel c出rentof 4 nA were found to be the optimum 
conditions for a high aspect ratio nanoscale pit fabri回 tionup to 4.5. In changing the fabricating time， depth of the pit increased 
with the increase in fabricating time、witha litle change in the diametぽ ofthepit. This demonstrates that CNT probes can be 
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Fig.9 Diameter組 dd句血ofpit as a function of twmel current 
(bias voltage: 3 V， fabricating time・60s) 
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Fig. 7 Diameter and depth of pit as a function of bias voltage 
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Fig.8 S1M images ofpit in bias voltage of(a) 3 V祖 d(b)5 V 
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Fig.l1 Di但neterand必p也ofpitぉ afunction of白bricatingtiroe 
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Fi毎日As同tratio of pit as a functi叩 of帥畑山.gtime
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Fig.15 STM irnages ofpit fabricated in (a) primary由 geand(b)la町咽ge
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